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TRENDY DESIGNER INTERIORS  THAT USE
MODERN  WALL  STENCILS

http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/collections/modern-geometric-stencils


Use stencils to quickly turn a bare wall into a creative outlet with

painted pattern! The FASTEST and EASIEST way to decorate your

walls with allover patterns is with Wall Stencils. But don’t worry,

these aren’t your grandmother’s rose and vine stencils! These

Modern Wall Stencils from Royal Design Studio are reinventing

what it means to stencil and are all the rage in today’s interiors.

They easily make a space look chic and designer-inspired. And

when we say easily, we mean it all you DIY folks! You can do it

yourself without spending a dime on a professional. Check out

these 12 designer interiors that use DIY Modern Wall Stencils…

http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/collections/modern-geometric-stencils
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/collections/wall-stencils
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/collections/modern-geometric-stencils
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/shape-of-things-wall-stencil


You can never go wrong with bold geometric patterns when

decorating a modern interior. The shapes of our Shape of Things

Wall Stencil painted with bold contrasting colors kick white walls

into high gear. We are seeing a lot of these contemporary

spaces on Instagram and Pinterest, where eye catching color on

striking white walls is trending.

http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/shape-of-things-wall-stencil
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/shape-of-things-wall-stencil
https://www.instagram.com/royalstencils/
https://www.pinterest.com/royalstencils/
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/elsabet-trellis-wall-stencil


Our Elsabet Trellis Wall Stencil is great for decorating both

contemporary and mid-Century modern interiors. Just look at the

gorgeous room above! The retro shapes and mid-century

modern furniture give this space a personality of its own. The oval

shapes offer the perfect space to randomly insert a surprising

spot of color or even some metallic shimmer. 

Modern Wall Stencils are the perfect starting point in creating a

stylish home. A large geometric pattern like our Contempo Trellis

Wall Stencil instantly gives a room a bold look. Pair this modern

wallpaper look with black and white and pops of color and

you’ve got yourself a room that’s in vogue!

http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/elsabet-trellis-wall-stencil
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/contempo-trellis-wall-stencil
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/contempo-trellis-wall-stencil
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/contempo-trellis-wall-stencil


Make the modern magic happen with metallic! Valeria was

inspired by the curves of Art Nouveau patterns and used our

Fleur de Lily Damask Wall Stencil to decorate this dining room.

The metallic paint adds a contemporary flair and makes it that

much more swoon-worthy!

http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/contempo-trellis-wall-stencil
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/fleur-d-lily-damask-wall-stencil


Heather Bruno-Sears used our Ankara Impression Stencil Set in this

gorgeous interior. This set includes three different two-layer

stencils with both a silhouette and a detail layer. That’s why you

can see the brilliant teal peeking out through the metallic gold

design! The browns, golds, teals and scattered medallions on this

accent wall make this space a Turkish-inspired oasis.

http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/ankara-impression-stencil-sets
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/ankara-impression-stencil-sets


Modern spaces can combine traditional designs with

contemporary colors… it doesn’t have to only use modern

elements! Take Gina Wolfrum’ stencil project here for example.

This jaw dropping space is stenciled with our Serenity Damask

Wall Stencil that has the look of traditional wallpaper. However,

Heather brought a fresh spin on it with bedazzling and a pink

http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/serenity-damask-wall-stencil
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/serenity-damask-wall-stencil
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/serenity-damask-wall-stencil


couch. Cute!

Our All the Right Curves Damask Wall Stencil gave this bedroom

a much-needed dose of fresh style! Heather Bruno-Sears

stenciled this elegant and sultry wallpaper-like pattern in a muted

eggplant color. Drifting off to sleep would be easy if you were

surrounded with this rhythmic wall design.

http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/all-the-right-curves-damask-bari-j-wall-stencil
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/all-the-right-curves-damask-bari-j-wall-stencil


Our talented in-house design assistant Valeria LOVES stenciling

because of, “the endless possibilities, the big space left for

creativity, there are no rules, you can make it as simple or

complex as you like, and the fact that every job is custom and

unique.” One of her favorite projects is this Ornamental

Cartouche Stenciled space. No wonder – it’s hip, modern, and

creative!

http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/ornamental-cartouche-stencil
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/ornamental-cartouche-stencil
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/ornamental-cartouche-stencil


Paige Whalen finally said goodbye to her boring white bathroom

to hello to beautiful stencils! Even though white lights up a room,

pattern adds depth. And much like photography, you need both

for balanced home decorating. She painted an accent wall with

our Lisboa Tile Wall Stencil in blue and added bronze accessories.

See how the white lightens up the room, but the blue and bronze

make the room look bigger?

http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/lisboa-tile-stencil
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/lisboa-tile-stencil


Elegant Finishes by Gina and her modern stencil projects are so

inspiring! Doesn’t this make you want to redecorate?? If you said

yes, then good thing that stenciling makes it easy and

affordable! Like all of our wall stencils, our Ribbon Lattice Wall

Stencil is cheaper than wallpaper… and you can redecorate

and repaint whenever you want!

http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/ribbon-lattice-wall-stencil
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/ribbon-lattice-wall-stencil
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/ribbon-lattice-wall-stencil


A stenciled accent wall is the perfect way to make an impact in

an all-white room! It’s also great for decorating a bedroom that

is transitioning from girly to grown-up, like in Tammy’s daughter’s

case. Tammy Damore used our Silk Road Suzani Wall Stencil and

a custom Chalk Paint® mix to get the exact color and look she

wanted. Her daughter will love for years to come!

http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/silk-road-suzani-wall-stencil
http://tammydamore.com/?p=4727
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/silk-road-suzani-wall-stencil


Little House of Four’s home office had been uninspiring for way

too long, and she needed a boost of creativity to get her

through the work week slump. A cost effective fix to a stark white

office is a stenciled accent wall. She chose to stencil our Chez Ali

Moroccan Wall Stencil in silver to jazz up her space. Now her

office is a productive AND inspiring creative space!

http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/chez-ali-moroccan-wall-stencil
http://www.littlehouseoffour.com/2016/06/adding-drama-to-boring-office-wall.html
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/chez-ali-moroccan-wall-stencil
http://www.royaldesignstudio.com/products/chez-ali-moroccan-wall-stencil
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